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THAT'S WHY JOSTENS OFFERS SPECIALLY
PRICED COLLEGE RINGS.

MEN'S CONTINENTAL
10K GOlD

ORDER YOUR BSU RING!
MARCH 22, 23 & 24
9:00 AM-3:00 PM
BSUBOOKSTOREFOYER

WEAR THE ,CAP AND
GOWN FOR THEM ...
WEAR THE RING FOR YOU

r--------------------,
COLOR
I
:

starts 81 $IS,OO

I
I

$3,00 on Iny COLOR SERVICE
Appc>ntment Recommended

I
I
I
I
I
I

inclJdes shampoo & con<l1l'"ner
EXP. 3131195
SM E. BOISE AVE.
BOISE,ID 83706
ZIGZAG 11ft 0' poyIeul

:~~:~~~~~

Discrimination
Harassment
Disability
Accommodations
Sexual Harassment
Assault
Hostile Environment
Sexual Assault
Retaliation

March 22, 23 & 24
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
BSU Bookstore Foyer
$40 Down Payment Required

Questions? Call John Barton at
888-3646

I

I

~--------------------~
HAIRCUT $6.00 rea.$9.95

L

Order your BSU ring now!

I

l

For questions, assistance &
information about these
issues contact:

Dr.

Betty Hecker
Affirmative Action Office
Administration Bldg, 215B
385-1979or 385-3648 '
TIY 385-1436
Leave message
evenings and weekends
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Stadium parking lot
to be a little more
full during NCAA
tournament
The NCAA Basketball Tournament
will
be at Boise State March 16-18.
On Friday, there will be four games-this
means parking at the stadium will be a little
m.o~e crowded than usual with the presence
ot tans. But parking at the stadium is free
and open, except for a corral of 300 parking
spaces reserved for media and visiting
teams. Saturday is just a practice day and
Sunday is the final day of the tournament.

Students can get an
inside look at
University Village
Boise State University is hosting an open
house at University Village, its new 66-unit
student family housing apartment complex
at 2540 W. Boise Ave. The open house is
scheduled at different times throughout
March at Apartment 102, BUilding C.
University Village consists of 66 two
bedroom apartments, a playground
and the
Village Community center, home to a laundry and computer room. The units rent for
$465 a month plus utilities. Four of the
apartments
meet requirements
of the
American Disabilities Act, said Richard
McKinnon, director of BSU's Student
Residential Life.
The 'new apartments
feature central air, a

garbage disposal, dishwasher, ceiling lights
and additional storage space.
The apartments are available to full-time
students. Single students may live in the
new apartments, but priority will be given
to students with children.
Dave Boerl, assistant director of Student
Residential Life, said this is an ideal time for
student to get into any kind of university
housing, as there are many vacancies.

Writing Center now
offers assistance
through e-mail
The 13SlJ Writing Center recently began
a pilot program called Writing Center
Online. The program allows students and
faculty to get feedback on any type of writing in progress through e-mail, either from a
computer at home or on campus.
The staff in the Writing Center will
review drafts, answer specific questions the
writers may have and, return the drafts
with comments and suggestions. Replies will
arrive within 48 hours-usually
21 hours or
less,
The Writing Center is a resource anyone
on campus can use for feedback on any
type of writing. The focus of tlie work in
the Writing Center is not on "fixing" the
paper, but on helping writers clarify their
thinking about their writing. Writing Center
tutors can respond to paper content only.
They do not proofread for errors in spelling,
punctuation
or grammar, nor can they
answer technical computer questions. The
Writing Center, open Monday through
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NEWS
Saturday, is located in
the Liberal Arts Building,
Room 220.
To send a draft to
Writing Center Online,
save the draft as ASCII or DOS text. The
draft may need to be given a .TXT file
extension. Address the message to writing@varney.idbsu.edu.
At the beginning of the draft, those using
the Writing Center Online program should
include their name and a telephone number
Where they can be reached if those at the
Writing Center have questions. If the draft is
for an assignment, briefly
describe the assignment.
If the writing is not for
an assignment, describe
the purpose and the audience. Also, people should
include any particular
questions they have
about the draft.
Import the draft.
Maximum length is 2,000
words. Send the message.

I

State University, Eastern
Idaho Technical College,
College of Southern
Idaho, Lewis-Clark State
College, Ricks College
and North Idaho College.

newsbucket

Alumni magazine,
staff win 5 awards
FOCUS, Boise State's quarterly

alumni

magazine, recently received five awards for

Cummins
donates
diesel
engine to
mechanics
program

Skiers
participate
In •fund
raiser

Students in Boise
State University's diesel
mechanics program will
have the opportunity
to
learn about the latest
technology in that field
thanks to a donation by
Cummins
Intermountain,
Inc.
Chuck Tillman
The trucking distributor donated a cominspeds the
puter-controlled
diesel engine valued at
diesel engine
$20,000 to the College of Technology to
donated by
help train future diesel mechanics who arc
in the program.
Cummins
"Like most car engines these days, newer
Intermountain,
diesel engines arc computerized," said
Inc.
Chuck Tillman, head of the Hc:IVY Duty
Mechanics-Diesel Technology program.
"This engine will provide our students with
up-to-date knowledge of these computercontrolled engines."
Tillman said such donations are crucial
to the program because of funding shortages.
But that's not the only shortage in the industry.
There is also a nationwide shortage of qualified diesel
mechanics, which adds to the demand for graduates from programs such as BSU's.
.

Members of BSU's
Alternative Mobility
Adventure Seekers participated in the Challenge
Idaho Cup ski race, an
annual fund-raising
event for rccreationists
with disabilities.
The race was held in
Sun Valley.
AMAS, which celebrated its 10th anniversary last month, provides
disabled Idahoans with
hundreds of recreational
opportunities,
such as
skiing, rafting, tennis and
basketball.
Money raised from
the event goes to Boise
State's AMAS and C.W.
Hog, Idaho State
"We get plenty of calls from places looking for graduates to
University's organization
employ," Tillman said. "But right now we only have about ],oj
that supports recreational
students per semester,"
opportunities
for disabled Idahoans. The two
groups use (he money to
purchase adaptive equipoverall excellence and writing in a district
ment, provide artificial limbs and fund yearcompetition of the Council for the
round outdoor recreation programs.
.
Advancement
and SUPIXlrt of Education.
CASE in an organization of communication, alumni and development
professionals
at colleges and universities throughout
the
nation. BSU competed against other colleges
and universities in Idaho, Oregon.
Washington, Montana and western Canada.
FCX:US received a silver award for periodicals with circulations of mort! than
Business student Shane Lee took one
25,000, and a silver for periodicals teams.
championship
and one runner-up spot to
Public relations officers Bob Evancho
lead five other IlSUstudents
from the
and Edie Jeffers and free-lance writer Glenn
Marketing Management Technology proOakley also received awards for feature
gram in a state business competition recentwriting. Evancho won a silver award.jeffers
.Iy.
and Oakley each received bronze medals
All six students qualify for the competifor FOCUS stories.
tion at the business students orgnnization

Six students qualify
for national
business comp

.Delta Epsilon Chi's national conference in St.
Louis in May. Some 2,000 business students
from across the nation will participate in the
conference.
At the state contest, Lee took first place
in entrepreneurship
and second in food
marketing. Paul Spieler finished first in food
marketing while four other teammates took
runner-up honors. The second-place finishers were Mari Duvall, restaurant management; Rhonda Flinn, apparel and accessories;
and]on Worthan and Pat Burry, advertising
campaign.
The state competition, hosted by the BSU
College of Technology's Business Programs
D~ision, included competitors from Idaho

and the history and government
of the
United States.
Sessions will be in Room 210 of the
Technical Services Building, located at 1161
University Dr.
To enroll, call class instructor Barbara
Weinert at 385-1615. The program costs $25.

BSU historian to
lead Russian tour
BSU historian Phoebe Lundy will lead a
tour Aug. 7-20 to study the historic
cities that gave birth to Russian culture.
The cost of the tour is 53,250 per
person and includes airfare. The tour
of Russia will begin in Moscow with
visits to the Kremlin, Red Square, the
Armory Museum and the monastery
at Zagorsk, with its distinctive icons
and domed cathedrals, A trip to the
Volga River will include stops in
Uglich, Yaroslav, Goritzi, Kizhi,
Svirtstroy, Vallaam and St. Petersburg,
cities that trace historic travel routes
on the "Golden Ring" of Russia. In St.
Petersburg, participants may visit the
Hermitage Museum.
Lundy has made more than a
dozen trips to Russia, She says "the
wooden-domed
churches in Kizhi, the
gilded comes of cathedrals in the
Kremlin and medieval Russian towns
offer a unique view of Russia's past
and present,"
Participants will attend special orientation and educational meetings
before departure in order to gain valuable insight on Russian icons, architecture and history.
The tour is limited to 20 paruclpants, Variable credit hours are available. tf imerest<.-d, ",aII Lundy 385-\985.

WomenofBSU
need help

generating two
scholarships

The Women of BSU, a group of
university employees and spouses of
university employees, funds an
endowment
that annually generates
two S2,(XlOscholarships.
The scholarships, which go to the
son or daughter of a BSU employee
and any other student who shows
scholarship quality, arc being funded this
year, in part. through a raffle.
Those who purchase 52 raffle tickets
have a chance to win any of more than a
dozen prizes, including a hot air balloon ride
and lodging and dinners for two here in
Boise and in Sun Valley, McCall, Jackpot and
Winnemucca.
For tickets, l~11I Trudy Leininger at .~53618 or JoAnn Maxon at 336-8918.

THE

WEATHER

But there are always a few unpre-

Citizenship classes
coming next month
Those interested in becoming U.S. citizens can enroll is classes offered by the BSU
Adult Learning Center. The classes, which
are held from ().30-8;30 p.m. on Mondays and
Wednesdays, April.3-]une 14, are designed
for resident aliens preparing for the naturalization interview who speak, read and write
basic English.
Topics to be discussed at the program
include the responsibilities of citizenship

dictable little fucks who seem resistant to the bliss-inducing electrical
jolts up the kazoo offered by the
music industry machine. Not only
are these youngsters cynical and difficult to deal with, but they are the
very people campus taste-makers
want to target ...
-Steve Laymon. 1Ire Baffle' No. 6
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Nationally known
Latino author
Rudolfo Anaya will
discuss the role of
Chicano literature in
education March 21
for the MexicanAmerican Studies
Conference at BSU.
Also at the conference
March 22 will be Dr.
Alma Garda, a
sociologist at Santo
Claro University,
speaking about
Mexican-American
women, and Dr.
Jorge Bustamente,
president of EI(olegio
de 10 Grontera Norte .
in Tijuana, Mexico,
discussing
immigration issues

Conference gives
BSU students 0 chonce
to learn about
Mexican-American culture
CORKY HANSEN
Special to The Arbiter
Proposition
187. Bilingual
education.
Immigration.
Biculturalism.
NAFTA.
Ethnocentrism.
. The above phrases, which have become
as much a part of American dialogue as hot
dogs, apple pie and baseball themselves, will
be synthesized
next week during a two-day
conference
on the Boise State University.
campus.
The
Mexican
American
Studies
Conference Issues In Multiculturalism,
sponsored by the BSU Sociology Department
and
a host of campus and communily
organizations, will take place in the SUB Mar. 21-22
Numbers go a long way toward explaining the need to recognize
and appreciate
Mexican-American
culture and to become
involved as a community
in the problems
affecting
that part of the community.
Hispanics number between 23 and 25 million
in the United States. Los Angeles is the sec.. end-largest
Spanish-speaking
city in the
world And by themiddle
of the next centu-

u.s.

ry almost half of the
population will be
Spanish speaking. Over 51,000 Hispanics make
up 5 percent of the Idaho population, including over 14,000 in Canyon County, 14 percent
of the county's population. TIle Hispanic population grew 44 percent in Idaho-and 45 percent in Ada County-from
1980 to 1990.
According to Dick Baker, BSU sociology
professor
and conference
organizer,
the
Mexican American Studies Conference is significant.
National and local experts in education, art,
business and government
will address the
most pressing issues facing today's Hispanic
community.
"This is a very big conference
for noise
State to be sponsoring," he says.
But, according to Baker, the conference is
not precisely intended for Hispanics.
"We're trying to reach out and educate
the Anglo community," Baker says.
Maria Nava, a farm worker monitor advocate for the State of Idaho, says the issues
addressed at the conference touch everyone.
"They are community
issues-they
are
issues of the poor who are part of our com-

munities.
"We all need to be involved," she says.
The conference
features three nationally
renowned Hispanic leaders. Alma Garcia, a prolessor of sociology/ethnic studies at Santa Gam
University, will speak on the changing role of
Mexican-American women. Jorge Bustamante,
president
of EI Colegio de la Frontera
in
Tijuana, Mexico and expert in the field of international migrations, will address Mexicm immigration and California's Proposition 187. And
Rudolfo Anaya, a noted author of chicano fiction, will talk about the role of chicano/a literature in multicultural education,
Much of the conference
will focus on
three prominent
and strikingly
related
issues facing America today: education, culture and immigration.

Iy and locally.
"Mexican-American
culture
has such a
long trajectory in the U.S. and most people
don't realize it," says BSU Spanish professor
Florence Moorhead-Rosenberg.
Baker stressed
the need for multicultural education
during last fall's Hispanic
Issues Training Conference,
citing its lack
as the ca use of prejudice
and power
imbalances.
"The history of the' United States .• has
denied multiculturalism
and the social injustices people of color have faced," Baker said
at the Hispanic Issues conference.
Multicultural
education becomes increasingly important as Americans are compelled
to learn second and third languages to deal
with other languages and cultures both in
the U.s. and internationally.
"I think it's essential that all Americans
learn to be fluent in a second language,"
says Charlie Harrington, an attorney speciali7lng in international
law at a firm in Boise.
Both the role of CUlture in education arid
.Nina Ray, BSU marketing professor, says
the role of education
across cultures have " "just having a second language knowledge",
.
been promoted by educators both national- . gains respect with others, even if they speak

La E~ncacion
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an entirely different language.
"It's crucial if the u.s. is going to be com.
petitive in the global economy; she says.
"(And! the Spanish language just makes so
much sense."
According to Rosario Beagerie, BSU assistant Spanish professor, learning the language of a nation or community is only half
the battle of fostering relations across cui.
tures.
"I believe that a language without cuiture is empty; Beagerie says.
But America is far from achieving second language competence through education. In 1981a report by the Commission on
Foreign Languages and International Studies
reported that "Americans' incompetence in
foreign languages is nothing short of scandalous, and it is getting worse,"
On the other side of the coin, society
must address the lack of educational success
of Hispanics in Idaho. Nava says Mexican
Americans .need information On benefits
and protections, or community or "informal"
education. The state also needs to focus on
formal education in the Mexican-American
community, she says.
"I see education as being the key; Nava
501YS.
Last fall, members of the Hispanic Issues
Training Conference called for the community as a whole to focus on four goals. Two
directly addressed education and Idaho
Hispanics, Members of last September's conference emphasized both secondary and
higher education.
According to Nava, 40-60 percent of
Hispanic students in Idaho drop OUt of
school without a high school diploma" compared to an overall rate of no more than 2025 percent,
Alma Gomez, a counselor for CAMP
(College Assistance Migrant Program) at
B.')U,says for many Mexican Americans, college is perceived as "unattainable."
"You don't sec yourself as a college student," she says.
"Gomez works with CAMP students, the
children of migraru workers who often are
the first college students in their families.
She notes that these children lack role models in the home.
"That's not an easy life," Gomez says,
describing the life of a migrant worker, a
life she knew growing up. When she was
11 years old, the summertime workday lasted about 10 hours. She says her family used
to migrate each summer to Michigan from
Texas, leaving one month before school
ended in the spring and often returning
weeks after it commenced again in the fall.
"So you never caught up," Gomez says.
Lucy Ramirez,
president
of the
Organizaci6n
de Estudiantes
LatinoAmericanos at BSU, says the organization
introduces students to positive role models
to help them through college.
"I think we're more of a support system"
As a CAMP counselor, Gomez also tries
to, provide needed support.
"/I helps to have people 'that you know
have faith in you."
Gomez says society must grapple with
the role culture plays in education. For
example, Mexican American girls often have
difficulty in convincing their fathers to
allow them to attend college.
"They don't want to let their little girls to
leave the house; Gomez says.

La Coltnra
Understanding
diverse cultures' has
become a priority in education, busin:ss
and politics as people have begU? to reah~
that achieving this understanding: entails
more than memorizing verb conjugations.
According to Beagerie, Iearning the cUI.t~re ,
of a people means getting past superfl~Ja~
stereotypical cultural indicators. Learning
Mexican culture means "going further than
the enchilada and the pinata," she says.
"Bec-.luse only then can we understand
people," says Beagerie.
. .
.
Understanding is often prohibited by a
climate of intercultural distrust, which is the

logical result of cultural inequity,
Baker recently published a book titled
Dos Mundos; a chronicle of the Mexican
American culture in Idaho. He says, "Idaho
really has a long way to go to treating
Hispanics with equality."
When speaking of the Hispanic community, Baker says the economic issue races to
the forefront.
According to Baker, Mexican-Americans
are "the most exploited and underpaid
laborers in the state" and are considered second-class workers in Idaho.
Baker says poverty leads to a series of
social problems, including lack of adequate
housing and incomplete educaiion.
Nava says differences and problems
labeled by society as cultural issues are actually questions of access to education, information and services. Poverty often is perpetuated by a lack of education, training, access
to help.
"If you don't have that access, you're
going to continue being poor," Nava 501YS.
The key to breaking cultural barriers
caused by social problems lies in treating
social problems-such as poverty, homelessness, and unemployment-as
social prob-

lems, not as questions of cultural differ.
including Florida, Texas and California, 'have
ences But to do so, cultures must be undersought compensation from the Federal govstood, which requires mediation from indi- ernment for public services provided to illeviduals in the community.
gal immigrants.
For cultural arbitration, Baker points to
Last fall, Gov. Pete Wilson of California,
the artists who emphasize cultural themes
an incumbent, based his bid for reelection
in their work.
in part on the endorsement of the state's
"They find the richness of their culture," Proposition 187,which calls for the denial of
which, he 501ys,tends to entice people more, basic services to illegal immigrants.
often than does the sociological aspect.
The proposition, passed by the electorate ,
"You also recognize their enormous tal- in November, effectively denies public
ent," Baker 501
ys,
'schooling and routine medical care to illegal
Baker points to the play The Hurt of
immigrants in California. Reports suggest the
aile (to be performed by the GAP Theater
proposition would affect hundreds of thouCompany of Seattle) as a production that
sands already living in the state.
helps the audience confront racism and
The proposition is based on the premise
invites the audience to participate,
that immigrant workers take more from the
"The play," he says, "is really an opportusystem than they contribute, a premise that,
nity for Mexican Americans and Anglos to according to Nava, stems from general aliisit down together."
tudes, beliefs and lack of data and inforrnatlon, .

La IllDli[racion
Baker reported last fall that about 1 million immigrants will come into the U.s.each
year during the 1990s.Several border states,

"I think Proposition 187 has gone beyond
what the problem is,"she says.
The proposition contradicts a 1982 ruling
by the U.S.Supreme Court Slating that the
U.S. must educate and provide public services for illegal immigrants, Proponents of
the measure point out that the Court did so
in part because of an absence of "identifiable congressional polity."
The Los Angeles Times reported that Los
Angeles Unified School District predicted that
some 10,000 teachers would lose their jobs
and some schools would close under the passage and enforcement of Proposition 187.
Officials estimate that about 100,000 of the
state's 636,400students are undocumented,
"Kids are entitled to an education in the
United States," Nava says,
Nava says the impacts of immigration
will continue to show on education, law
enforcement and medical services, legislation or no.
"As long as employers continue to hire
illegal laborers, they'lI keep coming."
She says the measure potentially aH'ects
Idaho as well.
"If such a law exists in California _ then
they're going to migrate further north."
'
At the conference, Bustamante, recognized as one of the premiere experts on
immigration in the U.S, will address issues
surrounding immigration and will delve
directly into Proposition 187 as well.

La Vi~a,La Conferencia
According (0 Baker, the conference provides "a nice blend" of nationally renowned
experts and 10C'.l1
leaders in education, public service, art, business and government.
"/I [the conference) does bring in educated, knowledgeable members of the community," Nava says, "and it shows the other side
that often is not depicted."
The conference provides a first step in
increasing cultural awareness by attempting
"to make aware, potentially sensitize, and
depict in a positive manner the contribution
of the Hispanic community," says to Nava.
Moorhead-Rosenberg says the first step
toward achieving cultural sensitivity is fundamental: "Stop making generalizations
about where you think people come from,
what they are doing and why they are
here."
"We all have biases and prejudices, and
there's nothing wrong with that. It's how
we carry them out; Nava says.
The goal of the conference is to improve
, relations between community members by
creating an atmosphere of understanding
and tolerance. In order to do so, the conference will bring to the table issues that are
not easily addressed in society.
"So many people in Idaho are afraid of
cultural differences," Baker says. "This conference will force them to deal with that a
little bit."

Much of the information provided was
found in the nation's newspapers and
other published sources. The author translated some interviews from Spanish for use
in this artide.
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Apply for The ttomccornlng
Chairperson Position!

• Coordinate the 1995 Homecoming program
BSU vs, ISU the week of October 16 • 21
• Become involved in planning the student produced
events like downtown parade. scavenger hunt,
and King & Queen selection.
• Work with campus and community leade~ in planning
reunions and festivals.

• Full - fee BSU "udc:n1 with 2.25 minimum GPA
• Commilment from April- November. 1995
• Can IlOlr=ive onothcr ASBSUISPB ocrvioe awanI
• 10·20 hn .• week convnitment

Dead6ne to apply Marcl124, 1995
FormoreinfOl1lllliOOc:ontxlSludcmAdivitiesofficeat3&S

• $200'month iCtVia: awan! from ASBSU

-1223 OlBSU Alumni office at 3&S-1959.

WANTED:
BSU AMBASSADORS
Students interested in becoming BSUAmbassadors for
the 1995-96 academic year are invited to attend a

RECEPTION
6-7 p.m. Wednesday, Match 22
in the Senate Forum Room
Current BSU Ambassadors will be available at the reception to
answer questions and discuss the organization.
The BSU Ambassadors

is a select group of outstanding men and women

students appainled by President Charles RucIt 10 represent the student body at
universily activities For the public sponsored by the Alumni, Admissions,
Deve/apment, University Relations and President's offices. The Ambassadors
represent the variety of geographic areas, academic inleresls and
exJra-c:urricular activities that comprise the Boise Stale Universily student body.
Ambassador applications are available at the New Studentlnfarmation
Office
in the SUB or from the financial Aid Office in the Admiliistratian Building.
Applications will also be available at !he reception.
.
./

Application

deadline:

Friday, March 24

MAR. 16.
17. & 18
MAR. 22 & 23
MAR. 24 & 25
MAR. 29 & 30

,.....~.....
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MEET THE MOVIOLA
The six-plote sixtoon milnmerer fIotbed moviola console
edilor, model M-86 A. One 1001Allokson uses 10 edir.
fealures:

II

V1twlng Console

21 Saund Heads (One for taCh Il1KkJl
31 Pkt.rI Htad
41 SptlIkers

5)

COIIIroIs

6) I'khrt Stpply TIl'IIIIaIe

n

Sownd stpply Tlnllallles (Oat for ..
Iraclll
81 Pkt.rI Uplau T.mallle
91 SalllldUplak. T,""allles (Oat for"
IraclIl
101 (Sptdal) AudIo Controls

II.mhJbles ord Ifncxled tfIrnc91the cOO8ljlOllling IicflQ
head ood soond heo!s. Sbci ~ mien a, by the ~
tumhJbles

011 the

righr.

Sound ~ve1 conho~ ore on the ~ft.SOOl1te conho~
the righl. Us~ the conho~, the opellllor

DIIOngel

lJlI

on

soond ond

00010 IodesiredposilionlfotedilinO.
When in opellllion, the spooke~ pnxb:e soond, ond viewing
scleen dispbys the image conloined on the film.
Oliler handy foollJres ollow edilo~ 10 malt frolTlM cI film lor

film ond magnefic lope ore pkxed on thew oppropOOle SlW/

culling. ond lesl their feer.

"The rule of thumb is: you never toss
since August. To date, Atlakson has neara single frame, because at a moment's
ly finished the rough edit, which will be
notice you may want a piece of footage.
two hours in length. He would like 10
The actual piece of film may not be any
CUIthe film 1090 minutes, but says that
Not 71./i5 Part of tbe World, the Iealonger than a foot and a half, and l'I1
the length of the finished edit will probture film about the effects of a drive-by
want to be able to find it real fast. The
ably be closer 10 100 minutes.
killing on a contemporary Western cornIrick 10 editing has 10 do with cataloguEdlting begins and ends with cxhausmunity, is currently in post-pr<x!uction.
ing more than anything else," said
. tive cataloging of footage. "Mosl of Ihe
Writte!) and direct.ed by Phil Allakson,
Allakson.
editing actually is paperwork-at leasl
Associate Professor of Theater Arts at
Editing is a complex creative
the time consuming part of il is,"says
I3SU,the film's final sequences are being
process involving the linear arrangeAtlakson. "Virtually every frame has to
edited by Atlakson at his private studio
ment of numerous shots and takes. A
in Boise. Still lacking the necess:lry 535,000 be accounted for. Audio lape musl be
conversation may have been shot from
transferred onlo perforated magnelic
to complete production, he hopes to have
six camera positions and have been restock, which resembles film, so it can be
. a rough edit completed before the end of
shot in four lakes al each position.
synchronized wilh the picture. This 100
this semester, but does not expecl to
Therefore, construcling the scene in
requires intensive labor, and is a very
receive grant money before the end of
editing means selecting and arranging a
time consuming process."
the fiSCdlyear. Though funding has been
conversation so that il makes sense,
Afler sound and picture have been
a source of stress at times, Atlakson is not
matching both sound and image from
.unified, the film must be seParated into
alarmed. "This,"he said, "is the position
twenty-four possible sources. The
"first" and "second" reels. First reels conof the independent film-maker."
process requires both detailed catalogutainfootage which is most likely to be
Taking time out of his busy schedule,
used and second reels are oock-up footage.. ing and creative labor.
Atlakson explainCd how a film is edited
"When you're trying to piece it togethNext, first reels are sent away to be
and described what he has experienced
er you think of a shot, and it's like, oh
as writer and overseer of his own film. "I coded, giving each frame a sorl of
yeah let me put that in there and see
address, so that it can b,e more easily
feel ambivalent about it,"explains
how that works. So, you depend on the
localed during cUlli!)g.
Atlakson, "because 1 think that there's
paperwork from the shoot which has to
When the coded reels return, the film
something to be said for being able to
do with marking which takes were preis "logged" for editing. The addresses of
make unilateral decisions about the proferred or which ones had particular misframes are paired with notes concerning
ject and how it works, but on the other
takes about them," said Atlakson "Often
the pictures they contain, and Ihis inforhand, 1personally miss the chance to col·
mation is thoroughly documented on
the editor will wind up using shots in
laborate with people." .
ways that weren't intended. You think
paper.
The project, which began in 1993 with
more creatively than how the shots were.
Finally, using extensive catalogues to
fund-raising and scripting. went into prointended. You think, oh there was that,
duction last June.. The film was shot in 31 keep track of hundreds of feet of film, an
and that wasn't very good, but 1could
edit is slowly and carefully constru~ed.
days, and has been in post-production

JONHITE
Sraff Wriler

III11II1II11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1II11I1

usc it here and it would
save me:' said Atlakson.
Atlakson is fond of an
analogy between editor and mad scientist. "You lock yourself away from other
people. and you deal with all of these
artistic bubbling things. They're kind of
magical, and you come up with something. It's like you fabric.He a new creature," said Atlakson. "It's its own kind of
universe ...Weird things happen when
you're editing. For one thing, time goes
by so fasl you wouldn'l believe it. You
go in at seven o'clock ...Then, you see
someone you've been editing all day and
feci like you've spent the day with them.
It's the weirdest thing. You haven't seen
them for months and months and you
feel like you've been with them all day. 1
think it's because, unlike the other
aspects of the film, you're just relating to
the film itself, and you're not relating to
other people.."
Next January, Atlakson plans to enter
NOI Thts ParI of lhe World in the
Sundance Film Festival. When Atlakson
allended this year's festiva~ he made
contact with an interested party representing a major distributor that expressed
an interest in vieWing the film. Atlakson
was reluctant to go into further detail
without an actual business agreement
having been reached. The interest does,
however, keep him optimistic about the
film's potential.

11111111.IIIIIII~tl.I'II.il.'."I"I"'"III'
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•

FLOW: A TRANSCONTINENTAL
SOUNDWORK by Patrick Zentz on
display at Boise Art Museum
through April 2.

•

BETWEEN HOME AND HEAVEN:
CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN
LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY on
display at Boise Art Museum
through April 2.

•

g~~lamin
tBSU.7

!lIIf

EVITA AUDIENCE ENRICHMENT
BROWN BAG LUNCH at Esther
Sim~lpt.~~~"tri;~4~~~7·
Noontq .•.

l··.p;!ri~·r-J9fh~~~.··

•

•

CROWS FEET mixed-media display·byBSqart d"ciItiollgraduate. student Crystal N.orTilll. in
HemingwayWestern
Studi~s
Center at BSUthroughMarch
25.
9 a.m. to 5 p.m, weekdays. 1
p.m. to 4 p.m. weekends. No
charge.

e

A VIEW FROM WITHIN AND
WITI:!OUT: THE. NEZ PERCE PHOTOGRAPHS OF E. JANE GRAY on
display at Idaho Historical
Museum through March 28. 610
N. Julia Davis Dr. 334-3356.

•

Mu~m~I~~~G~~I~h

•

•

THE TOURISTS at Tom Grainey's.
6th and Main. 345-2505. 9:30
p.m. Cover is a buck or two. Ages
21 and over.

•

GRAVELTRUCK, KUZAR SUEDE
AND RHYTHM MOB at Grainey's
Basement. 107 S. 6th. 345-2955.
Doors open at 8:30 p.m. $1
cover. Ages 21 and over.

aoai~ffi'a~iJ$3i{

·:···········~~k~:··~XGtX~6!~~~·i~···

The

cel~if.·S9nn.~ftf9ri
••~~••.~of~~•..~rt
MuselJm.~~Qp.%t()7:~
p.m.
Dri~k~lindf9oday~ilillll~f~r
purcha~.$3. gel1era{~dml~~ol1.
•

•

•

RUMBLE DOLL at Mountain
Billiards. Sponsored by Pirate
Radio. 15th and Grove. 3429974.9 p.m. $2 cover. All ages.

•

D. J. TIMOTHY TIM at Neurolux.
111 N. 11th. 343-0886. 9 p.m. $1
drafts. No cover. Ages 21 and
over.

•

THE CLUB at Dutch Goose Bar &
Grill. 3515 W. State. 342-8887. 9
p.rn, $3 cover. 21 and over after 9
p.m.

Morrison Center Main Hall at
BSU. 385-1110. 8 p.m. Tickets
available through Select-a-Seat.
$29.

HOTSIJgTatpirij):$.~8(}~
Emeral~.~45~229~;Fre~t~fo
bar
and7ScEl.ntdrin~~ornltp.m.
to
11 P'I\'l'MusicS!1I~at9
p.m, $5
cover, Ages 21 ••11J'ldover,

•

HOOCHIECOP¢HIEMEl'fat
Blues.BoiJquet;lOI°Maill.345660S. 9:20 p.Ill.Nocover.Ages
21 andover.
. ....

•

THE ROCCI JOHNS()tojBAtojD at
Hannah's. 621 Mairi.34S-7557.
9:30p.IJ1 .. Ladi~·tojight.pcover
formemJ\geS~l<!nd()ver,

A ... MY NAME IS STILL ALICE
musical revue by Knock 'Em
Dead Productions. 807 W. Idaho.
385-0021. 8 p.m. $12. Tickets
available through Select-a-Seat.
HOT SHOT at Dino's. 4802
Emerald. 345-2295. 9 p.m.
Ladies' Night. Free champagne ..
for women. No cOver. Ages 21
and over.··
..
.
.

. .. .....•. .

•

HOOCHII: C60CHIEMEN

~... RED~6NE atShorty's. 5467 .
. ... GlenWOod. 323-QS55. Free dance
fiont7:30
to 9p.ni.

....•..••...Ie.~son~
<~~~~:~t9

at .•.••...•...•..•...•.•...

;~~~:~~t>

~~o!~~~~~.:.·.;.I~J~~:~:.t
.<ove'.
i ".

•

TH~l~b~\;+s~i+~~~~~\~ey's.
6thandM~in,345-2S05.9;30
p.rn, Cov~risa~uckprt1l)lo.
21 alldover,
....
..

"

,.,

"

.. ;.

,

.. - .. '.,:

..:".',~
Ages

•

,.

OVARIANTROLLEY,HA~eER VAL·
LEYCIAAND CAUSTICRE~ltoj at
Neurolui111
N.Uth.343~
0886. 9 p.rn, No cover until 10 .
p.rn., then $3. Ages 21 and over.
•

•

THE TOAS ERS at Blues Bouquet.
1010 Mai .345-6605.9:20
p.m.
No cover. ges 21 and over.

•

•

ALICE IN WONDERLAN
Jewett Auditorium at AI
College. 459-3405 or 4
4 p.rn, Presented by Ba
and Eugene Ballet Tick
able through Select-a-S

ballet in
ertson
4-1376.
et Idaho
ts availat.

TECHNO DANCE MUSI
Dina's. 4802 Emerald.
9 p.m. No cover. J\ges
over.

at
45-2295.
and

7Cleri""ood.3~~....
t09 p.i!1.Ages21imd
.

•

BOI HOW Y at Tom Grainey's.
6th and Min. 345-2505. 9:30
p.m. Cove is a buck or two. Ages
21 and ov r.

•

SPORTS G ITAR, AZALIA SNAIL
AND CHR ME CRANK at
Neurolux.
11 N. 11th. 3430886. 9 p. . $3 cover. Ages 21
and over.

THELMA & LOUISE film in Special
Events Center at BSU. 385-1223.
7 p.m. $2 general. $1 BSU students, faculty and staff. 10 Ticket
Booklets available for $10 general and $5 BSU students, faculty
and staff.
AUTHOR JOHN ROSS at Koffee
Klatsch. 409 S. 8th. 6 p.m. to 8
p.rn, Ross, an observer of the
Latin American scene will present
readings from his book and poetry. Donations accepted. Call 3445468 for info.
OJ. PIDS AND THE COLD FRONT
BLUES BAND at Dino's. 4802
Emerald. 345-2295. 9 p.m. No
cover. Ages 21 and over.

.• fReE DAN .Ei.~ONSat
ShOrty's.5
0555.7:3
over:

THE ROCCI JOHNSON BAND at
Hannah's. 621 Main. 345-7557.
9:30 p.rn. Drink specials. No
cover. Ages 21 and over.

REDSTONE at Shorty's. 5467
Glenwood. 323-0555. 9 p.rn,
Ladies Night. Drink specials. $2
cover for men. Ages 21 and over.
•

•

.•...•..•...•...••...

•

BLUES ON TAPE at Blues
Bouquet. 1010 Main. 345-6605.
5 p.m. No cover. Ages 21 and
over.

•

FAT JOHN & THE THREE SLIMS at
Tom Grainey's. 6th and Main.
345'2505. 9:30 p.rn, Cover is a
buck or two. Ages 21 and over.
BINGO WITH FLYING M'S KIRK at
Neurolux. 111 N. l Ith. 3430886. 10 p.m. to midnight. No
cover. Ages 21 and over.
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•

•

BARITONE LYNN BERG & PIANIST
DEL PARKINSON in Morrison
Center Recital Hall at BSU. 3853980. 7:30 p.m. $4 general. $2
seniors and free to BSU students,
faculty and staff.
COMEDIAN JOHN "MR ..BAGPIPES··JOHNSTON.inStudent
Union Jordan D Ballro0n'1atBSU.
385-1223. 8:30 p.m, Opening act
is Greg Martinez & Johnny
Berryhill at 7:30 p.m. $5 general.
$2 students, faculty and staff.
Admission includes free refreshments and BSU Rec Center
coupon giveaways.

•

THE ROCCI J HNSON BAND at
Hannah's thr ugh March 18. 621
Main.345-7
7.9:30 p.rn, $3
cover. Ages 2 and over.

•

A ... MY NAME IS STILL ALICE
musical revue by Knock 'Em
Dead Productions through March
18. 807 W. Idaho. 385-0021.
Dinner served at 6:30 p.m. Show
starts at 8 p.m. $22.50 for dinner
and show through Select-a-Seat.
$ 12 for show only purchased at
door.

at Grainey's
Basement th ugh March 18.
107 S. 6th. 3 5-2955. Doors
open at 8:30 p.rn. $1, $2 or $3
cover. Ages 2 and over.
•

DARKWOOD at Flying M
Espresso; 5th and Main. 3454320. 8 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. No
cover. All ages.
CITIZEN ANGST, ADVERSIVES
AND MALNUTRITION at The Crazy
Horse. 1519 Main. 384-9330. 9
p.m. $5. All ages.

•

THE CLUB at Dutch Goose Bar &
Grill through March 18. 3515 W.
State. 342-8887. 9 p.m. $3 cover.
21 and over after 9 p.m.

•

OJ. TIMOTHY TIM at Neurolux.

•

THE INSTINCTUALS at Koffee
Klatsch. 409 S. 8th. 345-0452. 9
p.m. to 11 :30 p.m, $1. All ages.

•

HOT SHOT at Dino's through
March 18. 4802 Emerald. 3452295. 9 p.rn, Bar tab giveaways.
$3 cover. Ages 21 and over.

•

DUFFY BISHOP BAND ST.
PATRICK'S DAY BLOWOUT at
Blues Bouquet through March
18. 1010 Main. 345-6605. 9:20
p.m. $6 cover. Ages 21 and over.

JOHNNY QUEST at Dina's. 4802
Emerald. 345-2295. Free red hot
buffalo wings. Drink specials. No
cover. Ages 21 and over.

•

TWELFTH NIGHT performed by
the Idaho Shakespeare Festival at
Nampa Civic Center. 311 3rd St.
S.8 p.m. Tickets available by calling 465-2252 or 336-9221. $6. A
reception with the actors and
director will follow theperformance.

•

JOHNNY BERRYHILL AND GREG
MARTINEZ at Flying M Espresso.
5th and Main. 345·4320. 8 p.m,
to 10:30 p.rn. No cover. All ages.

•

REBECCA scorr, VICKI STAGGI
AND THE INSTINCTUALS at
Neurolux. 111 N. 11tho 343·
0886. 9 p.m. $3 cover. Ages 21
and over.

•

GRANT AVE. at The Crazy Horse.
1519 Main. 384·9330. 9 p.m. $5.
All ages.

\ \ \ N. \ \th. 343-0886. 9 p.m, $3

cover. Ages 21 and over.
•

•

BYU DANCERS in Special Events
Center at BSU. 385-3655. 8 p.rn.
Tickets available through Selecta-Seat and at the door. $8 general. $4 BSU students, faculty and
staff.

THE TOURIS at Tom Grainey's
through Mar
18. 6th and Main.
345-2505.9:
0 p.rn, $1, $2 or $3
cover. Ages 2 and over.

THELMA & LOUISE film in Special
Events Center at BSU. 385-1223.
11 p.m. $2 general. $1 BSU students, faculty and staff. 10 Ticket
Booklets available for $10 general and $5 BSU students, faculty
and staff.
•

•

REDSTONE at Shorty's through
March 18. 5467 Glenwood. 9
p.m, $3 cover. Ages 21 and over.

•

THE CLUTCH at Hannah's. 621
Main. 345-7557. 9:30 p.rn, No
cover. Ages 21 and over.

•

FAT JOHN AND THE THREE SLIMS
at Tom Grainey's. 6th and Main.
345-2505. 9:30 p.m. No cover.
Ages 21 and over.

•

OPEN MIKE WITH DUG at
Neurolux. 111 N. 11th. 3430886. 9 p.m. No cover. Ages 21
and over. Bring your guitar.

•

FREE DANCE LESSONS at
Shorty's. 5467 Glenwood. 3230555.7:30 to 9 p.m. Ages 21 and
over.

*
·complled

by Laura De1~ado
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CD Reviews... Ween, Adina Howard, My So-Called Life
JASON SIEVERS
Music Editor
Ween/The

Pod reissue/Elecktra

Records

Elecktra's brave decision
to re-release Ween's The Pod
deserves some applause.
Whether or not the larger
audience will accept the
album (originally released on
Shimmy Disc in 1990) as well
as they did last year's
Chocolate and Cheese

remains to be seen.
Named for Ween's apartment/studio on the horse
farm where it was recorded,
The Pod remains their most
artistic and probably their
best work. During the recording of this album Gene and
Dean inhaled five cans of
Scotchguard and "filled up
3,600 hours of tape." BOOGNISH, Ween's spiritual inspiration, must have been mighty
pleased with the results ..
Gene's chameleon vocal
work and Dean's huge guitar
go everywhere on this album,
taking the listener into their
drug-crazed world. This isn't
novelty, comedy or parody, as
some of their work has been
interpreted, it's brave experimental rock.
"Rights to the ways and the rules of the world" and
"Captain Fantasy" give a nod to Bowie, the latter is nearly epic. The drum machine barely holds things together
as the boys truly go off.
Listeners almost have to blush at the gimpy pop
numbers "Oh my dear (falling in love)" and "Pork roll
egg and cheese." You'll laugh the first time you hear
them, but these songs pushed the love song genre in a
totally new direction. Each of their albums since found
the band experimenting a little in this realm with beautiful results.

Again, I'll make the argument for Dean Ween's place
alongside the best guitarists of the day. If he were in a more
conventional rock band this would probably be recognized
right away, but it's easy to overlook the guitar amid Gene's
vocal stunts and contortions.
It would take too much space to
explain or even try to understand
the many directions Ween go in the
23 songs and 70 minutes of The
Pod because there is such a broad
range of expression. In my mind this
album is a landmark in rock and roll.
It refuses to be pigeonholed and it's
too good to be cast aside as
"weird." Listening to The Pod is also
much safer than inhaling
Scotchguard yourself.
Adina Howard/Do You
. Wanna Ride?/Eastwest
Records
Hip-hopster Adina
Howard doesn't really do
anything for me, but her
album cover iss the most
interesting thing to come
across my desk all week.
On the cover Adina
gives the camera a buttshot as she leans against
a BMW in her mesh short
shorts and fishnet stockings. The album's title,
Do You Wanna Ride?,

stretches across her back. I'll withhold com-

rnentarv and let you decide what it all means.
The song titles "You Got Me
Humpin'," "You Can Be My Nigga," "Do You
Wanna Ride," "Let's Go To Da Sugar Shack"
and "Horny For Your Love" are amusing
enough without even listening to the songs.
I wonder if "1Wants Ta Eat" was inspired by
Ween's "Polio Asado?"
They say sex sells, I guess the 20 year-old
Howard and her record label are counting
on it to sell her debut.

Music from the Television Series My So-Called
Life/Adantic Records
If there's one thing I hate, it's soundtracks or compilations filled with previously released songs. This very
thing flaws an otherwlse cohesive and impressive
soundtrack for the television show My So-Called Life. I
mean, the reason I'd buy something like this would be
to hear new songs by some favorite artists.
Tracks from Buffalo Tom, Afghan Whigs and Sonic
Youth have all been released elsewhere (I'm not sure
about some of the others). Some of these are even
album tracks. Baiting fans with new songs seems like a
much better marketing approach.
Oh, well. I'll stop bitching and tell you what I liked
about this soundtrack.
The opening track by Juliana Hatfield, who has gone
solo again, stands out above the others. Hatfield sings
beautifully on the delicate "Make it
Home" and her acoustic guitar work
complements the vocals perfectly.
Towards the end of the album
we're given a nice slice of guitar rock
with back-to-back tracks by Afghan
Whigs, Archers of Loaf and The
Lemonheads. From the Whigs we get
Gentleman's tortured and obsessive
"Fountain and Fairfax."Archers of
Loaf pay tribute to "South Carolina"
with their amazing brand of duel guitar chaos. With "Dawn Can't Decide"
The Lemonheads keep us humming
in their usual bubble-grunge fashion.
The soundtrack also includes
songs by Further, Madder Rose,
Daniel Johnston and Frente!, all of
which are pretty good.
I've seen My So-Called Life a couple of times and it's not bad. Few
shows deal with teen issues in such
a real and intelligent way. I don't
know if they've given it the axe yet,
but I think this sountrack is part of
an attempt to save it If any of this
sounds cool get out there and buy
the album in support of one of television's more thoughtful shows.

BIRTH CONTROL PILL
R ES ,E A R (H

S TU

D Y

• Healthy. sexually active women 18-50 years of age are needed for a 6
month period to study research birth control pills .• Must presently be on
birth control pills or willing to start. • 5 clinic visits involved.

BENEFITS TO YOU:
Free investigalional birth control pills
Free directly reiaied physical/gynecological exams
Free directly relaled lab work (all done by local Boise physicians)

BElJEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
.
IS IN CLASS.
If you're looking for excitement and adventure
you'll find it when you enroll in Army ROTC. It's not
your ordinary college elective •
Talc8 an ROTCclass. You'll be suiprised at what
you learn. Call 385-3500.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

.Advanced Clinical Research
Boise. Idaho
Office 377-8653
24-Hour Pager 887-2524
, '(I-
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or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes,
we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are
tax-deferred annuities designed to help build
additional assets-money
that can help make the
difference between living and living IVell after your
working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from
your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your
current taxable income, so you start saving on taxes
right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them
as income. That can make a big difference in how
painful your tax bill is every year.

As the nation's largest retirement system, we
offer a wide range of allocation choices - from
TIAA's traditional annuity, with its guarantees of
principal and interest, to the seven diversified
investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity.
What's more, our expenses are very low.? which
means more of your money goes toward improving
your future financial health.
To find out more, call our planning specialists at
1 800842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA
information kit, plus a free slide-calculator that
shows you how much SRAs can lower Y(//Ir taxes.
Call today-it

couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it ....
• Slm"JtlrJ c1P,,..r:' """mlll(t Rt"li~" AJ,,,(v.'j.,, 1994: Lipper Analytical Services. Inc" Lippn-./Jirr(",r,,'Atld(vtiml
/Jllld, 1994 (Quarterly),
CREF
certificates are distributed by TIAA·CREF Individuill and lnsrinnicnal Services; Inc. For more complete information. including charges and ,expenses,
call I 800-842·2733,

mU.S.DopnnoI1olT~

ext. 5509 for a CREF

prospectus.

rRltND~ DON'i

Read the prospectus

lU

carefully

befere you invest or send money.

rRltND~ DRIVt DRUNK

-.

,
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Broncos
starting
to return
to form

Bengals
end BSU's
long year

JON WROTEN
SeD"_ ..._._----~-_._----_
SAMPLES
Sports Editor

•..

Stoff Writer

_ .. _-

The BStJ gymnastics
team's
chances for its highest score of the
season literally fell through its fingers last Sunday afternoon in the

The reign is over.
After a two-year stint as the Big Sky
Conference champions, the 1,~SlJmen's basketball team was booted from the conference

Pavilion.

rournarnern in Ihe firsl round Iast weekend,
1\ last-second lay-up.by
Idaho Siale center

,.

•

,

After starting out the Domino's
Invitational with what BStJgymnastics coach Yvonne "Sam" Sandrnire
called "an incredible vault," the
Broncos registered three falls on
both bars and beam to deny them
their chance at the highest score of
the season, Even with that, there
was plenty for Sandrnire to be
happy with.
The Broncos had their second
highest score of the season (189.65),
their highest vault score of the 5e;1son and got senior All-American
Julie Wagner back for a third event.
Unfortunately, it wasn't enough
as BSU finished third in the fourteam field. Michigan State won the
meet with a 190.80score, closely followed by George Washington's
190.10 score. California-Davis finished last with a 171.65total.
After a great start on vault,
where BSU had its highest score of
the season (48525), the team fell on
beam and bars to deny them a
chance at their second 190-plus
score of the season, Although she
would have hoped for better scores

Nate Green ended BSlJ's championship streak,
as the Bengals knocked off the Broncos 65-63
al the Sky tournament in Ogden, Utah, on
Thursday.
"We're very frustrated, very disappointed,"
BSU head coach flabby Dye said. "We
thought we had many opportunities to win."
Unfortunately for the Broncos, they were
never able to capitalize on those opportunities.
Numerous missed shots by flSU and a
strong rebounding effort by the Bengals-Ied
by Green's 11boards, which included two key
offensive rebounds and put-backs in the closing minutes of the game-killed Boise States'
chances of repeating again.
"I thought we had good shots," Dye said.
"You've got to make them if you want to win
this type of game."
In the past two conference tournaments,
BSLJhad made the big shots, even though
they weren't necessarily supposed to:
Two years ago the Broncos beat Idaho on
its home court for the title, then last year beat
Idaho State in Boise for another title. In both
of those tournaments Boise State was somewhat of an underdog.

Broncos, continued on page 13

B5U, cont. on page 13

·BSU falters in first round of Big'Sky tourney
OlliS STRArrON
Sports Writer

Boise State's Michelle Schultz capped off her Big Sky
. MVP award by scoring a game high 28 points against
......- Montana State in the opening round of the women's Big
Sky Tournament in Missoula, Mont.
Unfortunately for BSU, Schultz couldn't do it alone and
the Broncos lost 59-55,

"Michelle had a heroic year, I've never seen anyone take
the weight of the world on her shoulders like she did; said
BSU women's head coach June Daugherty in a press release
before the tournament began. "Any time Michelle Shultz has
the basketball on the court, something good is going to happen,"
Her 28 points should've easily helped the Broncos to victory. Instead it was virtually all they received. With the
exception of Michelle Smith, no other Bronco scored more
than six points. That still might have been enough, though,

if more than six players scored for BSU,
The biggest shocker of the evening was the impact of
Verna Guild and Kim Brydges-or more appropriately, the
lack of impact. Montana State's consistent defensive play
held both players scoreless in the contest.
Smith, topped off her freshman season by chipping in
nine points and adding three blocks, while Lora Loveall
added six points and 10 rebounds,

Women, continued on 13
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BSU fans made hoop season interesting
their records or point 10l"1s.

and his entourage

Boise 51a1eowes these fans a gig"nlk "thank-you"
for Iheir overwhelming

contribution

10 the success of

Washinglon player who was told 10 "Sit down, you

Bronco sports, Wilhoul them, neither ream, the
My, what a long, strange

Irip it's 1.. -cn wilh the

women's or the men's, would have experienced

half of

Boise 51'lIt' basketball teams Ihis p"SI year. As with

the success and virtories that they achieved Ihis 1'"S1

most any other ream, I sat through my share of boring-

season.

"s.<g"ml'S, bUI "Iso enjoyt'd my sh"re of hmrl,slOpping
Ihrillers in Ihe P"vilion.
I witn<."SSl"t.llhemila zing pcrsisl<:ncc of Ihe men's
It.':.lm

through ilS mid-season

nose-dive after a siellar

firsl h"lf of Ihe year. I "Iso saw Ihe women recoup
from Iheir early se"son woes

"5 Ihey

derimal''''

Iheir

opponcnls during :1mid-se:lson ral11lxlge.
Through Ihick "nd Ihin Ihere were m,lOy greal
1l.~1Jf"ns who supporled

Ihe Uronros reg"rdlt'S.< of

I The World of Sports I

A small group of Ihose gr"l1 f"ns were lorall'" in

Amish bastard" You had 10 be there.

of chc-e rleaders rushed onto the

floor prepared 10 hurl"

box-load of mini basketballs

Ih"l were good for free drinks into the stands
Then, with the blink of an e)'t', Iht""" [ans burst "'"
of their seats and tackled one another en route to the

II hasn't "II been roses, though. I've still got u score

lower levels of the stands, Wilh moves and

I"beled ",greedy,

these grt'('(ly·;lss fans nil and

f"ke "nd even more so, unw"nted.

\\"l';!v('d

their way 10

Thl'St' "rt' Ihe f"ns Ihal sil Ihrough Ihe enlire g"me

Iheir frt.... Sluff And Ihus, "fler BUSier lefllhe

h0111egame. SometimC'S referred 10 as ht.""C'kk'rs,
1Iu.'Sl.'

resembling lifeless corpses Wilh Ihe exceplion of I)()I~

Ilwse fans (cIUrnl-d 10

f"ns h'pl lhe ,,"uosphere

rom gmling, Ih"'" f"ns show liule 10 no f"ri,,1 expres·

word slims lip tltes(' pL"'Oplc..,,: p:lIhl'lk.

lighl "nd Ihe ronrenlr"lion

soaring inlo Ihe ",fll'rs. Allhough

somelimcs very obnoxious, lhese fans Wen: of len vl'ry

I believe I'm slill recovering from Ihe lung failure I
suffer''''

sion, much It..s "ny feehle "ut'mpl

from laughing so hard a1lhe poor E.,slern

BSU, continued from page 12
on those two events, Sandmire still saw gocxl things
come out of the routines.
"Vault was excellent. And the thing is not everyone
stuck their vault, so the potential to be even better is
there, Everylxx.ly hit, six for six, so that makes :t big dif·
ference: Sandmire said,
Sand mire said the team is scoring 9,3's with falls,
where they had Ix>cnh:tving scores in the cighl's before
when' they had to count falls. This improvement gave
her an indication of what Gin happen when the te:un
doesn't ha ve to count falls,
"We just had a few problems on bars and beanl. Bars
has Ix'en a strong event for us all yell', so I'm nol worried ahout thaI. I saw improvement on be:I1.11
in that
even when we had falls, the j'esl of the routine was still
g(xx.I,"Sandmire said.
Despi(e the loss, Sandmire was pleased for the most
p:trt with the meet. She said lhe team's score will help
up ils overall regional score, Currently, the SCII~tdis in
sixth place in the \Xiestern Region.
But where they finish in the region isn't as impor·
tant as just doing gexxl al regionals, Sandmire said as
long as her team is among the lOp seven in the region,
lhe "new-life" format of the meet gives her squad as
goa.! a chance as any of (he other six letmS there,
"When we put four events together, kX'k out. We
Gin beat anyone;' she said,

10 rhl'Cr.

AI firsl, I h"d Ihe f"lse ide" Ih,u Ihe universil)' h"d
;} much gre:ller Ihan

crt."":lliVt-.

allend"nre

3\'Cf:1ge

;lInOllnl of

weak f;1O

I..""use of Ihe frequenl lack of f"n noise

and "rtion. II "II ch"nged so suddenly as BUSier Bronco

courl

Ihde origin:11 [roll'n slall', On\.'

In Ihe end, however, il proved"

prell)' good ye"r

for Bronco fan support. They chel'rt-cllhe Broncos
Ihrough Ihl'ir injuries. slumps. slispensions and of
course lhe viclories. AUI I guess yOll reoilly. tfuly jllsi
h"d 10 Ix: Ihere.

Broncos, continued from page 12
This year BStJ went into the championships as the No. Ij seed,
taking on the fifth seeded Tkngals. The two teams had split duro
ing the regular season, both winning at home. II was a good
match up between two teams picked in the preseason to go' one·
two in the conference,
"I think Boise State is a fine ball dub:' ISlJ head coach 1!l'rb
Williams said, "(t's unfortunate one team had to lose tonight. I'm
glad we won, though."
The year ended too soon for BSU when forward Sherman
Morris's 12·foot jumper hit the rim and bounced away with seconds left in the game,
Boise State played fairly well during the contesL but was hurt
by chilly shooting from the fidd (,10 percent in the game) and by
an inability·to hit the three in the second half <0 for 7).
In the first half J.D, Huleen was unconscious from the .~·point
arc, hilling four treys that led him \0 a \cam-high 23 points.
Center John Coker, who had just returned to the starting lineup
the week before after numerous foot problems, had 18 poinls
and nine rebounds, bUI was only (; of Hi from the field, including
a missed turnaround jumper in the waning seconds of the game,
"( did get frustr:lled:' Coker, who played in his final game as a
Broileo, said. "(t's somelhing I Gtn'( do and ii'S (00 I:ad it's (00 late
now:'
Dye said he wasn't re:t1lr expecting any invitations to a post·
season bid. BUI after a season that began with a ton of promise
and ended in a nightmare, Dye was looking for something simpler.
''I'd just hold out for a good night's sleep:

Women, continued from
page 12
Montana Slate led for most of
lhe game, although BStJ kept it
close, never allowing the BolX'ats
to amass more than a seven point
lead, Boise Stale was playing per·
sistently and finally pulled ahead
52-51 on two free throws from
Shultz with just over four minutes
remaining.
"Montana State is playing well
and with a lot of confidence," said
Daugherty in the press release.
"They certainly have a full complement of players who can get
the job done in any game."
Certainly not in the title game,
however.
After defeating the' Broncos,
Montana State advanced to the
championships to face Montana,
which had decimated Eastern
Washington 72-45,
Montana wasted little time and
kept its momentum rolling by
destroying the Bobcats 75-57 to
advance to the big dance, the
NCAA national tournament.

work

quicker and stronger than "n)' player on the court,

Ihe fronl rows of Ihe slUdenl serlion aI every single

of visiling opponenls

1'001

10 settle with another handful of fans that ran be

Who will Represent Your Club?
The ASBSU Hall of Fame & Student
Organization Recognition Dinner
Wednesday, April 26, 1995
Complete your applications for Outstanding Organization and Advisor Awards
by Monday, April 3.
• Each group receives free tickets for Advisors and two students!
Select your student representatives now ...perhaps the
new and old president...or the most promising
.
organization member,
• Additional tickets will be $5.00 each or reserve an entire table
of eight for just $35.oo! Last day to pick up complimentary
tickets is Friday, April 21. Mter April 21,
tickets will be $7.00 each.
For more information caU Student Activities • 385·1223
..
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Glenn Plake's autographs,
snowboard

r

company's

or watching

SNO~ARDING

standing

rather odd. A serious hourglass

in line to sip on one

sales pitch(40 kegs of micro-brew),

in-line skaters and skateboarders

ripping on a

half pipe in front of the expo building, he was busy making contacts. "At the show you are either a buyer, or a sell-

CIT

FLIGHTS

er."
Reagon said the company
duces roughly

he was representing

50,000 boards annually

for pro-

An estimated

7,500 buyers

DAN SKINNER AND RUSS WOOLSEY

Here is a run down

Peak Spirit Editors

Nordic shorties

L

money.

all turns outdoor

Ski Industries

The annual

five days of the year with the

of America

auended

from 3,000 different

and the world.
of the new products

coming out for

ski, snowboard,

and outdoor

was held in Vegas last week debuting

at the trade show representing
boards-JohIiFate.
lie said, "Impressive,

a new line of capped

was

snow-

recipient

the trade shows 800 exhibitors in 475,000 square feet of
space. "Boisc's annual ski-swap is just a get rid 01' the old
shit, (whereas)
this was a trade show. It was very profes-

gloves, footwear,

sional,

of the landfills.
Kastle's thesis is pushing

for over three hours and

companies'

alone, The hip/in

"fiber tubes." The weight

raged from the weird to just strange. Reagen

said one snowboard
same oversized
high afro-wigs,

all had there own marketing

company,

Bent Medal, all wore the

bandannas

er dudes, making

included,

"They were these rock-

of money

exchanging

hands

were there, dealing for next years business-'"

Glen Plake and yelled 'hey dude:
When Reagen

wasn't

strength.

lowered

three

by 30 percent

see light through

the boards without
the slopes

l lc didn't even look:

trying to get SCOI! Schmitt's or

in between

Companies

the tip and waist of a ski is the side-

the difference,
are turning

rubber

a second

ied in the core of the Missile.
It's performance
is the future
With the increased

wood

the two.
Those plat-

the quicker

of the all mountain

side-cut, you can turn it quickly,

ent lines.
It should

to the boot world.

scans the foot to give you precise vol-

ume. It then relates this information
boot variables

the ski will turn.

out skis with twice as much as

skis of the past What we will get are boards turning
and floating better in the soft stuff. They certainly

easier

look

ski.
but

it will hold a great edge in the hard

to already

programmed

to give you the closest fit possible

in differ-

take the guess work out of the novice boot-fit-

ters' hands. Ahhough,

the old guys with the pony tails can

size you up with a simple glance to the feet
Kids boots are lightening
soft comfortable

up. The new idea is 10 create'

boots that force the learning

ance in the skis sweet spot Rather

skier 10 bal-

than forced

position, one

will now have to learn just how far those knees should
, bent
Kudos to SIA for their new matching

be

funds grant pro-

gram. All of the profits from the yearly show are earmarked

for grants to get first-time

are investing

in the future

their mouth

Snowboard

skiers on the hill. They

of the sport by putting

soap opera continued

in full swing this year,

It was the first time the slngle-plankers
that a company

their dol-

is.
out numbered

folks. It was also the first time in the history

next year with radical new geometry's.

cut The greater
saw

added

core and placed high-density

lar where

ski.

They will be carving down

ence in width between

was like being on Wall Street. All the big names in the
industry

translucent

You can actually

skis are built around

factoris

Mega Side-cut will be on the slopes next year, The differ-

huge deals with Japanese:

Reagen said the amount

up

bags and outdoor

skis into a new realm. The ski

new line of high-end

with a strangely
sacrificing

pants and logocd t-shirts with three foot

bottles, It will show

sleeping

gear. '
Each jacket will keep about five 2-liter plastic boules out

didn't see the entire show:
Reagen said there were 300-400 snow board companies
companies

and turn easier on

Next year, you will see blanket

lining made frompop

to

and with

of plastic bottles for a few years, but the eco-con-

in garments,

and crazy," referring

I spent three days walking

to maneuver

Next year's gear will be chock full of shorties

cept is going a step further.
incredible

They have raised the boot platform,

The new product

in the skinny ski category.
Recycled insulation is on the rise. Fleece has been the

like thermal

pitches, which
l,Y-

wannabe,

the downhills.

gear or for

the better for next year.

wider designs, nail better in the powder

wares show

most new products,

and industry concepts for next year.
Nate Reagon,BSlJ student andsnowboard

skating, the shorter

the ski turns on its own.

It is supposedly an excellent learning tool.
K2's MSL (Missile) is on the front row of ski innovation.

stuff. It will take you anywhere.
Compu-Iit is bringing the computers

are still on track for the cross-country

one is looking for traditional

Short skis are easier for beginners

trade show.

for you. It is easier to carve when

with the dampener,

world. Whether

of glitz and

foot

form risers the World Cup racers all have are now embed-

1996:
as Vegas. The capital of sin, the bastion

under

it allows folks to feel the ski working

What we get is a ski with a built in dampener.

out of Glcnndale,

Wash, "We think we sold out"
shops cross the continent

For intermediates

has been thrown

ski

of the show

out of the entire event

"Take your wares and leave, don't come back."
That's what one group
gelling

popped

hired hands. Prostitution
combo

of rowdy

boarders

with a bit of the green

is still legal down

was a death sentence

heard after

stuff and a few
there, but the

for the poor boarders.
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Pass, crossing over the extreme summit that
with the snow conditions, as it did here,
the Teton Valley, which is booming like
is
often
closed
by
snow/avalanche,
It
looks'
This
was
an
exceptionally
sunning
day,
a
many Idaho mountain towns, Or to the logRUSS WOOLSEY
at the glory bowl, stands next to powder
window in the storms that bless 50 (plus)
ging of the different wilderness areas, pointOutdoor editor
reserve and converses with 10,000 foot
feet of snow on jon's backyard. He was
ing at the clear cuts as we stood on top of
peaks,
all
connected
by
a
common
drainage.
concerned
with
snow
conditions
as
we
Edelweiss. Or to the places he has guided
"'SomeUmes we live in yourcountries.
It
is
the
playground
for
backcountry
skiers,
began
following
up
the
hill
to
place
we
in the Wind River range that can only be
someUmes we live in your homes. somewho
see
it
necessary
to
escape
the
urban
would
become
familiar
with
as
Edelweiss.
accessed
via a one hundred mile trek from
Umeswe ride your horses, someUmes we
sprawl that often encroaches on closely
The snow, however, was deeper ihts year
any direction (which he had done solo sevwalkalone.examined sanity.
.
than it had been in several years,
eral times in the winter}-a true jerimiah
-Eyes of the World, CiD.
It is just one of the mountains that we
Each kick, and glide in this spring
johnson, aged and seasoned by the Teton
(though it wasn't yet spring) snow was
Valley. Each time he would tangent, which'
e have all met jon of Edelweiss. . are compelled to ski, to conquer (be conquered),
rub
with
the
bottoms
of
our
skis
filled
with
another
anecdote
about
the
hisseemed to happen every time I interjected a
He is the man that ends the
is the Buddha's belly-hair of tree,
tory, the economy, and the spirit of the
new thought into the conversation on top
omnipotent misconceptions
granite,
skin
of
snow'i<i:':iml?Mm~ins.
To
use
an
over
used
cliche.jon
of a mountain. With every tangent he
about the history, economy, and,
ski
in
these
mountains,
live
in
th~r'k~~Wthese
mountains
like
the
back
of
his
would endwith, "W.ell,yeah, but I could
spirit of the mountains we ca
t
He is the wise old man of t
o possibly gain a li
':?:':'~:!;J!and,but 92 only did he know each wrin-,lal
...
k.:,
... :.:.:n'.'.
::d··;'I:dt"n:~t~·:~t~~t
•. '.·"rreeS."_lleeled
assault of
~r:kl~ibt.1J
n
Absaroka, Gras
who can talk the ears off even some'
most rhetoricallybound folk-writer
~'.~r."'eFs'
so m'~"
..":·'.'"'
.•''.'''
.•
m.d.:.·,
..•...
,··..•
:.~IV&"ib~Aorth
.
face .
weiss saw no need '\I
range
...;. ~"I!lli~;lge
to actuall':'
e t~~ns down a stC:p
rooted to the Grand Teton range lik
reader
. ut he kn¢.w.:hS~' each wrin- ',"'," ,e. He, now,
the ridge lines of
good snag is to a forest, wise standi
kle w.ci;I;i\
"J}§, as IN'
ed at the steeps, the
ly to winds of change-all good mou
have a wise snag that can proclaim t
story as they have witnessed it. He is the
man we all desire as a great uncle/grandfather, only seeing their kindred being once
jon's backyard. We, on the other
seam to this plate produces Yellowstone's
was conieni"io ski without a metal edge
maybe twice a year, yearning for the next
hand/mountain, were the well prepared
geothermal, and the Grand Teton range.
through his back yard We skied the north
enlightening encounter,
young skiers, shovels, beeping rescue
This is young set of mountains and is growface of Edelweiss, through jon's backyard. I
Edelweiss is a mountain, one of the
devices and all.
ing about one inch every year.
didn't link all of my turns, I think I know
.many mountains I like to call home, locatWhen meeting fellow skiers in the backHe then would stray from one topic to
why.well-yeah, but I could talk about tha;
ed in the northwest. Accessing this spur of
country, the conversation usually starts
the next, such as the population growth of
for hours.
the Teton (back yard of jon) is via Teton
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MACARONIAUFROMAGE
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 51¢ PER SERVING.)
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp cheddar (grated)
1/2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1 cup milk
3 tbs flour

1 tsp pepper
1 tsp salt

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershire.
Stir well. smother macaroni. Serves 4.

!
~

I
I
I
I

Note: For your nu.tritional convenience, Citibank
Classic cards are accepted at over 12 million
locations, including grocery stores.

~-----------------~------------~-----------~---~
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lou.tlg®
COLLEGE··.·sPRING ..·.BREAK

SIO SIEGIAL .

WITH YOUR CURRENT COLLEGE 1.0.

MARCH 20 to CLOSING DAY
527 - Full· Day
520 -Halt-Day
Check for Additional Late Spring Discounts
Present Your Current College I.D. and a Pldure I.D.
(DrIver's LIcense)

At Any Ticket Window or The Sun Valley Sports Center.
FOR MORE INFORMATION,

CALL

208 622-2231

Y~urown unique look. With our

Heavy Metal

Frid7t. AprU 7th

,,:00 p.m.
Monday. AprlllOth 7:00 p.m.
R. 90 minutes

Monty Python:
The Meaning of Ufe

Frid7t. Aprll 14th 11:00 p.m.
.Monday, Aprll17th 7:00 p.m.
R, 103 minutes

The Doors
FrIday, April 21st 11:00 p.m.
Monday. April 24th 7:00 p.m.
R, 135 minutes
.

thehna
&

BSU Students,
Faculty & Staff: $ I
General: $2

louise

All filmswl1l be shown in the

BSU Special EYetrts Center in

Friday, March 17th 11:00 p.m.
Monday. March 20th 7:00 p.m.

~PB
••

the Stu:lent Union BUldirg

Presented by:

R, 129 minutes
For more info.

STU DENT
PROGRAMS
BOA R D

Signature
Wave.lSMIThird Dimension Salon introduces
an exclusive new wave that allows you to work with your
stylist to custom-design the look you want Our Design Team
. listened to our clients and developed what they wanted. The
Signature Wave delivers incredible body, fullness and waves
to help you look and feel your best. For the introductory prlce
of $32.95, your stylist will work with you to create your own
unique style providing hair analysis. wave and cut. We unconditionally guarantee you'll love itl Design your signature look
today. Style with Paul Mitchell products. Make an appointment or just drop in.
~
Sp«ialty wrap reg. S5¢/onghairexrra.

PRLLMITO-IELL
.A'ON

.A'.CA"

7J
Z., ~~~.......

Offer ends 17123194...

.

~.

;,

.

SAL

0

N

The Next Dimension in Peoonal Care.
Now Open at the new Fred Ml!yerG!ntl!l; Five Mile & Overland 377-2BBi
Fairview&FI1IeMi/e 37fr7l77 • AlberIsonStat!!Strefrt 343-7387
AlbertsonParlccenter 343-1373. Hillcrert Center 5270 Overland 344-6716
Garden City Fred Meyer Center 323-7775 '. Boile Tov.fleSquare 378-0307

call 385-3655

.........

.

S'KILL STAFF
TEMPORARY STAfFING SERVICES

SPECIALIZING IN THE CONSTRUCTION
. & MANUFACTURING TRADES
A Division of SOS STAFFING SERVICES

Temporary &
Temporary To Hire Positions
\-..

Wide Variety Of Companies

.:.

Never A Fee To Applicant
APPLY TODAYI
7972 Fairview Ave., Boise, Idaho
327-1000

E.O~E......

OPEN HOUSE

•

UNIVERSm VILlAGE APARTMENTS
For apeo bOose dales and dmes
or 8IIIerlDlonnaliOll on
hOusIDg options avaDable

",,-,1IIe
0IIiCe 01SIIIdeIII Beshlenliallile

. ...easecall..~
385·398&

AVAILABLE NOW!
for more information call Margo at 385-3988
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BSU Radio Is Looking
For A Few Good Students ...
(we'll take volunteers too!)

-

-111--=-"-

11=

:

BSU

RADIO

"4IC'.

NETWORK

We have job openings in the following areas:
Music Library
Catalog, label, and file new CD's. Assist with reviewing; work with cornputerdatabase.

Some knowledge of music helpful.

Audio Technicians, Uplink Engineers, Traffic Coordinator,
.Substitute Music Hosts
We have several openings in our Master Control/Operations Dept., (a variety of shifts available from early morning to late evening, 7 days a week).

Newscaster/Reporters
Cover news stories as assigned, conduct interviews, write news stories.
Produce and deliver radio newscasts. Professional appearance and manner;
good command of the English language required. Experience with broadcast equipment and personal computers preferable.

Business Assistants
Openings for: General office support (answer phones, sort mail); Equipmentinventory and control, including computer support (hardware/software).

Requirements:

2.67 minimum OPA.

BSU Radio Offers:
Flexible hours, on-the-job training, a minimum of $5.00/hour starting wage,
experience and training in a professional work environment,

To Apply:
Come to Room 213 in the Simplot Micron Industrial Technology Center
between 8:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, and fill out an
application.
Questions? Call Debbi Woods at 385-3906.
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NEED TO PLACE AN AD?
PHONE TJ AT 345-8204
YELLOWSTONE
NATIONAL
PARK HIRING NOW for the
summer of 1995! 2400 positions available in restaurants,
lodging, gift shops, park activities
and all guest services and support operations. Seasons run
from early May throu midOctober. Room & Board available. A TW recruiter will be on
campus Wed, March 15 from
900am
to 3:00pm
at the
Student Emploment Job Fair,
BSU Student Union Building,
Jordan Ballroom. Applications·
provided.
ROADS LESS TRAVELED your
best source for womyn's, lesbigay, and naturist literature.
Specializing in sexuality, spirituality, health, travel, poetry, fiction
and nonfiction. New and used
books, magazines, videos, and
CDs. Greeting cards and gif~
3017 W. State Street.

$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE mailing our circulars. No experience
required.
Begin now!!!
For
inform, call 202-298-9065.
STUDENTS.Over 120 American
manufacturers
need YOU to
assemble products at home.

Circuit boards, newelry, holiday
decorations, etc. Earn $280 to
$652 weekly. Part time/full time.
Experience not necessary, will
train. You are paid weekly. Call
1-602-680-7444, ext. 1001C.
STUDENTSTIRED OF NOWHERE
SUMMER JOBS?
Why not spend your summer's
getting some experience in the
job market. While you are in
school, earn $300 per weekend.
Call 389-MIKE (6453). AMERICA
AT ITS BEST WITH THE IDAHO
ARMY NATIONALGUARD.
BACK TO SCHOOL CASH
Couples & Students welcome.
·Full & Part time shifts available
with growing sompany,
-Early AM-Weekend Shifts
-Full time Route Supervisor
·Full time Floor Person
Evening Interviews,call
336-

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-FISHING INDUSTRY. Earn up to
$8,000.00 in 2 months, free
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING. Earn up
transportation! Room & Board!
to $2,OOO.00/month. World travOver 8,000 openings. NO experiel. Seasonal & full-time posience necessary. MEN & FEMALE. tions. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-800For information call 1-206-634686-9833 ext. F-8204.
0468-ext C 59003.
EXTRAINCOME FOR 95
Earn $500.00-$1,000.00 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For detailsRUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE57 Greentree Drive,
Suite 307, Dover, DE 19901.

GET PAID TO SEE MOVIES! Part
time job opportunity
to work
with a major Hollywood studio!
Visit the Student Employment for
more information. Application
deadline is April 15.

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
needed to run marketing project
on campus, P/T, great earning
potential. 1-800-459-VISA ext 35.]

ALUMNI needs summer housing: rent/sublet/
or house sit.
Call EST(508) 452-5113.

OPPORTUNITIES: ATTENTION:
Earn Money Reading Books! Up

So whafs the deal? I don't block his driveSend your questions about school and life 10
Max at the Arbiter. Call 3'l5-8201.Leave a message
if Max isn't in. You don't need 10 leaveyour name.
Or you can mail your question 10 The Arbiter at
1910University Drive, 83725. If you work in a
dept. on campus, send your question through
inter-office mail.
question is about parking.

and yesterday this guy came out and said
that if I didn't quit parking in front of his

EVERY

THURSDAY

NIGHT

50C DRAFTS 7·9
AI/15 Taps!

....

Thur-Sat. LI V EMU SIC WITH

THE CLUB

FREE: CORN BEEF s CABBAGE FEED! 4-7p.m.

St. Patricks Day: S 1.00 16 oz. Domestic
3515 West State Street (nexllo Veterans Pork) 342-8887

CHARACTER'S
SPORTS BAR.
AT THE RED LION IJOWNTOWNER

"Party Properly
With Us!"

_-

.

2.00 Margaritas
3.00 Domestic 25 oz.
Sport Mugs
Upon

Sbowing

Your

Valid

BSU Student Card

THE IDAHO PRESS TRIBUNE POSITION AS PHOTOGRAPHER.
CALL 888- 1848.

LAURA DELGADO
Film Editor

Everyday I park in front of the same house

,:,,::':'\:\;::<i'·:}}:{;i?

to $50.00 weekly. Choose subject matter. For more details call
1-206-362-4304 ext E0008.

ask max

Q: My

~'(J.t.t~8e

5260 or 345-2951.

house that he was going to call the police.

way. can the police tow my car?

A: Yes, but don't worry about it I spoke with
a Boise Police Officer and she said that if someone
calls the police and complains about your car, an
officer will come out, check your mileage and lag
your car. 24 hours later, the officer will check 10
sec if your car is parked in the same spot Ifit is,
the officer will check your mileage again. If your
mileage has increased by five miles, your car
won't be lowed, because this tells the police that
you didn't leave your car in the same spot all day.
So, fear not. The police arc on our side and if
someone is hassling you, show them this column.
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'l'OVR PETS! ~ov LOVE'EM. 'l'OV mD 'EM. 'l'OU
lAU6\! Ai CARTOONSMaUl 'Et-\. SO W[ Ai
QU~iEI1N~I1Y fEAiUI1ES WILL BE LAUNCH INC>A
NEW UNE O~ WACK'{ CO""IC STRIPS ABOliT OUR
ANIMAL CO/>\PANION5-- 50 REAUSTIC 'l'Oll'LL
SWEAR 1HESE PETS WERE YOURS! I

College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs
Spring Conference "Issues of Diversity"
Thursday, March 16

GR£AT
HOlINY 10,",051
IoIE'l ~lfS&Y)
HORII'I 10AO
Wt1~ A LOAD

ON Hl~ IoII~pI

K

I

WEDNESDAY, March 15
St....dcnt Etnploymont '95 Job Fair

Stud~nts ca~ meet employers and
obtain part-time and summer jobs
9 a.m.-3 p.rn., SUB Jordan Ballroom
What Can 100 With a Major In:
Computer Information Systems or
Production Operations Management
10:40 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Business Building, Room 101
Counseling & Testing Center
Free Self Image Workshop
Noon-l :30 p.m.
Education Building, Room 642
SPB Performing Arts Committee
Meeting
3 p.rn, in the SUB SPB Offices

o s

K

Open to the public
de Estudiantes
Latino-Americanos
Meeting at 5:30 p.m. in the SUB

Organization

FRIDAY, March 17
Shotokan Karate Club practice
6-8 p.m., Human Performance
Center, Room 215
Club fees: $20/semester for students
New members welcome
Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians and
Allies for Diversity
Social meeting at 7 p.m. in the
Student Union Building
Specific room will be posted on
events schedule in SUB

,SATURDAY, March 18
SPB Lectures Committee Meeting
4:30 p.rn, in the SUB Trueblood
Room
Soccer Club meeting and practice
new members always welcome
5 p.rn, at the intramural field
next to the Student Union Building
Free Income Tax Assistance
and Electronic Filing
Sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi
6-8 p.rn., SUB Shipman Room
Shotokan Karate Club practice
6-8 p.m., Human Performance
Center, Room 215
Club fees: $20/semester for students
New members welcome
College Republicans
Lt. GOV.Butch Otter will speak
7 p.m., SUB Ada Hatch D Ballroom
Open to the public

>m~R$t)~'{:lI4arch16
Counseling & Testing Center
Free Self Image Workshop
Noon-t :30 p.m.
Education Building, Room 604
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
"Facing Current Issues" Bible Study
Noon at the SUB Gipson Room
ASBSU Senate Meeting
4 p.m., SUB Senate Forum

Soccer Club meeting and practice
new members always welcome
2 p.m. at the intramural field
next to the Student Union Building

MONDAY, March 20
Free Career Center Workshop
Researching Companies and
Organizations
3-4:30 p.rn., Call 385-1747 to sign up
Shotokan Karate Club practice
6-8 p.m., Human Performance
Center, Room 215
Club fees: $20/semester for students
New members welcome
Counseling & Testing Center
Free Parenting Workshop
6-8 p.m.
Education Building. Room 642

·TU~$DAY,rtlla"~62.1
College Democrats
Weekly informational Meeting
9:30 a.m. in the SUB Foote Room
SPB Concerts Committee
,
10:30 a.m. in the SPB Offices at the
SUB
ASBSU Senate Meeting
4 p.m., SUB Senate Forum
Open to the public

SUB Jordan Ballroom.
8:30 a.m.-"The Bell Curve" panel discussion
moderated by Marty Most, BSU communication pro8 a.m.-Opening
address by BSU President
fessor. Panelists are BSU biology professor Russell
Charles Ruch. SUB Jordan Ballroom.
Ott, anthropology professor Virginia Cox, criminal jus8:15 a.m.-Presentation
of papers by students.
SUB Jordan Ballroom.
'
tice professor Tony Walsch, NAACP President Ken
9 a.m.-"SurVeys and Questionnaires: Tips and
Monroe and other experts. SUB Jordan Ballroom.
Techniques Workshop" with Eric Landrum, BSU psy"Diversity in the Workplace" workshop with Tom
chology professor. SUB Hatch Ballroom C.
Beitia and Christine Rivera of First Security Bank. SUB
10:30 a.m.-"Managing
Change in Hanoi" with
Hatch Ballroom.
Kay Luthy. SUB Jordan Ballroom.
10 a.m.-"Idaho's
Diversity Issues" with Marilyn
11 a.m.-"Diversity
Defined: An Alternative
Shuler, director
of the Idaho Human Rights
Perspective" with Russell Specter, consultant with J.R. Commission. SUB Jordan Ballroom.
Simplot Co. A lawyer, Specter is a former general
11 a.m.-"Higher
Education and the Diverse
counsel for the tl.S, Equal Opportunity Commission
Needs of the Community" with Dr. William Ruud,
and an adjunct law professor at the University of San dean of the College of Business. SUB Jordan
Francisco. SUB Jordan Ballroom.
Ballroom.
1:30 p.m.-"Integrated
Diversity: A Critical,
1 p.m.-"Religious Pluralism" with Micheal Lodahl,
American Opportunity"
with Mathew Shapiro,
Northwest Nazarene College philosophy professor.
founder of Coevolution Southern Idaho. Shapiro is a SUB Jordan Ballroom.
consultant in the field of renewable energy. SUB
1:30 p.m.-"Feminism and Diversity" with Valerie
Jordan Ballroom.
2 p.m.-"Idaho's Ethnic Diversity" with Arthur A. J. Steffen, University of Idaho psychology professor.
SUB Jordan Ballroom.
Hart, director emeritus of the Idaho State Historical
2 p.m.-"White
Spirit and the Colonization of
Society. Jordan Ballroom.
"Cultural Diversity in Contraception" with staff of African Women" with Mike Carroll, an Albertson
Planned Parenthood of Idaho, SUB Hatch Ballroom C. College literature student. SUB Jordan Ballroom.
2:30 p.m.-"Bisexuality" with John L. LeBord, co3 p.m.-"Strategic Discourse in Social Conflict in
founder of a bisexual organization in Boise. SUB
Idaho's Anti-Gay Initiative" with Joseph DeAngelo,
Jordan Ballroom.
BSU sociology student. SUB Jordan Ballroom.
3 p.m.-"Breaking the Glass Ceiling: The Future of
3:30 p.m ...,."Ethnic Cleansing" with Rabbi Daniel
Women Managers" with Kate Neilly Bell, a BSU mass
Fink. SUB Jordan Ballroom.
communication/journalism
student and managing
4 p.m.-"The Holocaust and Us" with Dr. Michael
editor of The Arbiter, SUB Jordan Ballroom.
Zirinsky, BSU history professor. SUB Jordan Ballroom.
"Gender Diversity" with Janet Mills, BSU communication professor. SUB Hatch Ballroom.
Friday, March 17
3:30 p.m.-"A Prophet Speaks on Diversity" with
Bruce McCluggage, BSU communication student. SUB
8 a.m.-Opening Address by Dr. Warren Vinz, dean
of the College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs. Jordan Ballroom.

Women's History Month Events
"Celebrating Women's Lives"
Wednesday, March 15
noon-"Quiero Mas Que Cebollas (I Want More
Than Onions): BSU communication students Susan
Randall and Ann Finley show their video about female
agricultural workers. SUB Farnsworth Room. Free.
7 p.m.-"A Tribute to Ada Yost Hatch: Panelists
Dr. Ace Chatburn, retired BSU dean of faculty and
education professor; BSU communication professor
Dr. Harvey C. Pitman; and architect Charles Hummel
talk about Hatch's career as an edcuator at BSU.
Student Union Lookout Room. Free.
.

Thursday, March 16
Noon-"You
Just Don't Know Me: Three
Generations of Mexican-American Women: BSU
communication
student Diana Garza will show a
video she made about a Mexican-American family.
Student Union Lookout Room. Free.
7 p.m.-"Carol Ryrie Brink: Reminiscences of an
Idaho Life: Mary Reed, director of the Latah County
Historical Society, will give a lecture and slide presentation about Brink, an award-winning Idaho author
who wrote the children's classic Caddie Woodlawn.
SUB Lookout Room. Free.

Friday~ March 17
Noon- Kibitzing' with a Campus Queen:Presenting Papers at Professional Conferences':
Graduate student Robin Miller talks about her experiences for a brown bag lunch program. Student Union
Lookout Room.
7 p.m.-"Women
Healing Together."
Eva

Castellanoz, la curandera from Nyssa, Ore., will conduct a workshop on wholistic healing techniques.
SUB Lookout Room. Free.

Saturday, March 18
9:30 a.m.-"fferitage of Herstory." The Silver Sage
Girl Scout Council sponsors a conference on scouting. Lasts until 12: 15 p.rn, SUB Hatch Ballroom.
Admission: $4.

Monday, March 20
7 p.m.-"An
Evening with Grace Jordan:
Experiencing Her World: A panel discussion focuses
on Jordan, a renowned writer. Panelists include:
Jordan's daughter Pat Story, poet and friend Helen
Copple, traveling companion Evelyn Jensen, and
members of Sigma Tau Delta, a BSU English honors
society. SUB Lookout Room. Free.

Tuesday, March 21
12:30-"lsabel
Allende: The Woman's Voice in
Latin American Literature: BSU modern languages
professor Florence Moorhead-Rosenburg facilitates. a
discussion about a video interview with writer Isabel
Allende. SUB Hatch A Ballroom. Free.
7 p.m.-"Menopause:
A Variety of Views: Panel
discussion with la curandera Eva Castellanoz, family
physician Dr. Bev Ludders, wholistic health practitioner and amma therapist
Rylen Lee-Feeney, and
Beverly Miller, a BSU reference librarian and history
graduate student. Hemingway Center for Western
Studies. Free.

.
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